FLOWCHART ABOUT HOW TO REGISTER FOR MODULES/MODULE COMPONENTS THAT WERE NOT COMPLETED IN THE PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (RESITS), FOR THE BENEFIT OF UNAMBIGUOUS REGISTRATION

STUDENT RETAKES THE COMPLETE MODULE WITH THE SAME NAME AND SAME MODULE CODE

- I want to retake a complete module with the same code from a previous academic year
  - Go to Osiris student
  - Register for the same code but in the current academic year

STUDENT RETAKES THE COMPLETE MODULE WITH A NEW CODE FROM A PREVIOUS YEAR

- I want to retake a complete module with a new code from a previous year
  - Go to Osiris student
  - Can't find the new module code?
    - Yes: Go to study programme on the education programme website
    - No: Register for the new module code

STUDENT RETAKES THE COMPLETE MODULE WITH A DIFFERENT NAME BUT WITH A NEW MODULE CODE

- I am registered for (the rest of) the complete module in Osiris and BB
  - I want to retake a complete module with the same code from a previous academic year
    - Go to Osiris student
    - Register for the same code but in the current academic year

STUDENT HAS TO RETAKE 1 OR MORE MODULE COMPONENTS TO COMPLETE ONE MODULE

- Student takes a module component as a course (component has its own course code)
  - Student wants to take module components from other educational programmes
    - Study adviser decides
    - Examination board decides
    - Approved?
      - Yes: BOZ OA registers the student for the module component of the previous year
      - No: BOZ OA has the BB supporter register the student on the BB page of the module

STUDENT WANTS TO REGISTER FOR THE RESIT OF A MODULE COMPONENT THAT HAS A SEPARATE COURSE CODE AVAILABLE

- Is the course code known?
  - Yes: Go to Osiris student
    - Is the course code open for registration?
      - Yes: Register for the course code
      - No: Study adviser will provide the course code
  - No: Go to the study adviser for consultation/advice
    - Approved?
      - Yes: BOZ OA registers the student for the module component of the previous year
      - No: BOZ OA has the BB supporter register the student on the BB page of the module

STUDENT WANTS TO TAKE A MODULE COMPONENT FROM A DIFFERENT EDUCATION PROGRAMME

- Is it not possible to take the module component?
  - Yes: Consult with the offering education programme coordinator of the offering education programme
    - Approved?
      - Yes: Consult with the offering education programme about which module components may be taken with a different module code
      - No: Yes: If approved, take it to your own BOZ OA
        - Approved?
          - Yes: If necessary, BOZ OA registers the student for the course code in Osiris and has the BB supporter register the student on the BB page of the module
          - No: Register for the component using the code

STUDENT WANTS TO TAKE MODULE COMPONENTS FROM OTHER EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

- I am registered for (the rest of) the module component in Osiris and BB
  - I want to retake a complete module with the same name and same module code
    - Go to Osiris student
    - Register for the same code but in the current academic year
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